
30-Second ‘Fingernail Test’ Reveals If You’re Running 
Dangerously Low on Vitamin C

You’re about to discover how a simple ‘Preparation Method’ can TRIPLE the amount of 
Vitamin C that reaches your immune cells…

⦁ Kickstarting your immune system into high gear…

⦁ And keeping you protected against contagious viruses and bacteria.

You’ve likely heard all the hype about Vitamin C:

⦁ How it can supercharge your immune system… 1

⦁ Help you recover from colds and other viruses quicker…2

⦁ And possibly even help you avoid catching respiratory infections in the first 
place…3,4

Harvard Medical School reports that Vitamin C is an essential fuel for 
your immune system…5

And 2-time Nobel Prize winning scientist Linus Pauling swore by it.

But Some Damning Information Crossed My Desk Recently…

And it’s raising serious questions about whether the Vitamin C we’re getting from our diet 
and supplements is failing to power your immune system as promised.

You see…

Even Though We’re Eating & Drinking More Vitamin C than at Any 
Point in History… 6

31% of Americans Are Still Running Dangerously Low on Vitamin C 7
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In fact, according to the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, the average 
American is actually getting more than their recommended daily intake of Vitamin C…8

Yet 77% of Americans have LESS than the optimal levels of Vitamin C…

And a further one-third are running dangerously low on this vital immune fuel.9,10

Sadly, this means that our immune cells are not getting the fuel they 
need, leaving them weak and sluggish…

So it can take literal DAYS for some immune cells to reach invading viruses or bacteria…11

Making you vulnerable to contagious bugs entering your body, unchallenged, and running 
riot.3

So this all begs the question:

What gives?!

Why Is the Vitamin C We’re Eating & Drinking Not Working?

The average American consumes over 13 lbs of oranges every year.

That’s roughly a large bucket full. Which I’m sure you’ll agree is a whole lot of oranges…

Yet despite this, Vitamin C levels are still low! 12

So over the next few minutes, I’ll tell you the gut-wrenching reason 
why Vitamin C isn’t working, and how to solve it…

⦁ Including the 30-second ‘fingernail test’ you can do right now to see whether you 
are low on Vitamin C…
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⦁ And the reason why eating citrus fruits and drinking orange juice isn’t doing diddly-
squat…

⦁ Plus, why run-of-the-mill Vitamin C supplements – and even high-absorption 
liposomal Vitamin C – isn’t helping your immune system either…

Because the problem is not whether your immune cells can absorb 
Vitamin C.

The problem is much simpler…

So simple, in fact, that you’ll want to bang your head against the wall once you hear it.

It Has to Do with One Small Thing You Have to Do TO the Vitamin C Before You Eat or 
Drink It.

By ‘preparing’ your Vitamin C in this specific way I’m about to show 
you…

You Can Triple the Amount of Vitamin C That Reaches Your Energy-
Starved Immune Cells

That’s how you’ll rapidly supply your immune cells with the fuel they need to fight off 
dangerous pathogens…

Cutting down the amount of time you spend feeling poorly each year, and even squashing 
out the symptoms of any viruses you do catch.2

So while one nasty bug might leave others bedbound for days – coughing and sneezing, 
breaking out in cold sweats, vomiting, and struggling to breathe…

You could get over that same bug with little more than a sore throat, and be back brimming 
with all-day energy before you know it.
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Imagine how great it’d be to worry less about missing work or treasured family holidays 
because of sickness…

And how easily achievable that could be, all thanks to this one small change you can make 
to Vitamin C before you consume it.

One Small Change That Can …

Boost The Amount of Vitamin C That Reaches Your Immune Cells By As 
Much As 150%

And while I know this sounds like a huge claim, I’m going to show you all of the proof…

⦁ Including a mountain of evidence from top universities and health scientists across 
the world, including Harvard Medical School and the Mayo Clinic…

⦁ I’ll also show you the breakthrough science behind how this simple method sends 
Vitamin C directly to your bloodstream and into your immune cells…

⦁ And why there is nothing else on the planet quite as powerful as this quick & simple 
Vitamin C preparation method.

What’s more, I’ll also show you the exact amounts of your ‘prepared’ Vitamin C that you 
should be adding to your diet immediately…

So that you can supply your immune cells with the right amount of fuel they need to keep 
you protected, and spend less time worrying about all the nasty bugs that are going around 
these days…

That’s why I urge you to invest just a few minutes to read this brief report today…

Because you deserve to achieve peak immune health now, without having to wait another 
moment longer.
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My Name is [DOCTOR'S NAME REDACTED]…

And I live in Illinois with my wife and 3 boys. I’m a licensed primary care physician and best-
selling author…

Which has allowed me to help hundreds of thousands of men and women across the world 
with their health concerns.

But even more importantly for you...

As the former Head Physician and Nutraceutical Consultant at the University Compounding 
Pharmacy in San Diego, California, I have vast experience in researching and developing 
unique and powerful, yet completely natural health solutions.

And using that knowledge and experience, I now serve as Medical Research Director at 
[COMPANY NAME REDACTED] an industry leader in the field.

This has put me in the ideal position to help my patients, friends, and family take advantage 
of the latest natural health breakthroughs to help strengthen their immune systems.

Which is an issue very close to my heart, because…

Contagious Viruses Are One the BIGGEST Health Threats Americans 
Face Today.

Over the two decades I’ve worked as a medical practitioner, I’ve seen the horror that 
dangerous pathogens can wreak on people’s lives…

And how they are especially risky for people suffering from underlying health conditions. 
Conditions like high blood pressure, high blood sugar, cardiovascular issues, and more…
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Even being a few pounds overweight can make you vulnerable.

But even the fit-and-healthy aren’t safe from horrendous 
consequences.

Causing many families to go into debt, because a sickness put the main breadwinner of the 
house out of work for a month or more…

And lately, I’ve seen an increasing number of patients suffering from contagious bugs.

Why is this?

The Problem Is That Our Immune Systems Are Lacking

Your individual immune cells like t-cells and white blood cells should race around your 
body…

Targeting bacteria and viruses.

Your immune cells should be full of energy to get rid of these threats.

They should either surround and smother bacteria, or create custom antibodies to pierce 
and destroy specific viruses, or just directly kill invasive germs.

Your immune cells should be keeping you healthy, no matter which viruses are going 
around.

But the problem, which we’ve seen reported everywhere from the New York Times,14 to 
medical journals,15 to global science conferences,16 is that…

The average American’s immune system has been sapped of energy…
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So Your Immune Cells Move in Slow Motion.

They can literally take days to respond to threats.17

Viruses and bacteria remain free to spread and cause damage.

And when your immune cells finally reach these threats, they’re already drained of energy!

They do a poor job of smothering bacteria, they’re slow to create antibodies for viruses, and 
they struggle to kill invasive germs.

So when there’s a cold or virus going around…

Your Immune System Fails You.

You’re left without your natural defenses…

Which leads to stress and worry that you’ll catch the bug, and pass it on to the people you 
love.

Why is this happening? Why is your immune system low on energy?

And so deadly slow to respond to invaders?

The problem is: Americans are low on Vitamin C.

Your Immune Cells Need Vitamin C like an Engine Needs Fuel.

But here’s the thing: we can’t make Vitamin C inside our bodies like we can with Vitamin D.

Scientists believe humans lost the ‘Vitamin C Gene’ thousands of years 
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ago.

Animals like cats and dogs make their own Vitamin C, but apes and humans have to get it 
from food or drink.

But that doesn’t quite explain why we’re so low, or why we’re so vulnerable.

Here’s the confusing part:

We’re Already Consuming Plenty of Vitamin C.

It’s just fruits and fruit juices aren’t helping enough.

Of the 5 most popular fruits in America – that’s bananas, apples, strawberries, grapes, and 
oranges – they all have at least 20% of your daily recommended Vitamin C.18

Oranges and strawberries each have over 100%.

And the average American eats nearly 20 pounds of oranges and strawberries each year.19,20

Plus, we spend $42 BILLION per year on vitamins, and Vitamin C is one of the most popular.

On top of that, a lot of our food is fortified with Vitamin C. It’s mixed into juices, breakfast 
cereals, even some bread.

So even if you don’t realize it…

You’re Probably Already Eating & Drinking the Recommended Daily 
Value.

Surveys from the National Institute of Health show that Americans are getting plenty.

Our Vitamin C intake should be enough.
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But it’s not.

Not according to the CDC’s research that shows 31% of Americans are dangerously low, and 
77% are low enough to weaken their immune systems.

Because the Vitamin C in food, drinks, and supplements, is NOT getting from your stomach… 
into your bloodstream… and to your immune cells.

But when you know the one thing you must do to Vitamin C before you eat or drink it…

You’ll Jumpstart Your Whole Immune System…

…and finally feel relief from no longer constantly worrying about illness.

Because Your Immune Cells Desperately Need Vitamin C.

Extensive reports from Harvard Medical School,21 Johns Hopkins,22 and dozens of other top 
universities have demonstrated…

All the ways your immune cells rely on Vitamin C:

First of all, immune cells use Vitamin C to make more immune cells. That’s how they spread 
all around to protect your whole body.

Next, both your skin and the lining of your stomach use Vitamin C to keep germs from 
invading in the first place.

If dangerous germs can’t even get inside, they can’t get you sick, and you can’t pass them on 
to the people you love.

And remember all the ways that your immune cells should be killing germs?

They’re failing at it, because they need Vitamin C to…

Race through your bloodstream, quickly hunting down invaders…

To suffocate and destroy bacteria…
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And to create antibodies to pierce and break apart viruses. 23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30

So why do Harvard and Johns Hopkins say that your immune cells need Vitamin C for all 
these immune defense actions?

Because Vitamin C Is Essentially Fuel for Your Immune Cells.

I don’t want to jump into a physics lesson, but the quick explanation is, Vitamin C is what’s 
called an ‘electron donor’ for your immune cells.

The ‘energy’ of cells is in their electrons.

When electricity passes through a copper wire, that’s electrons getting passed from 
molecule to molecule until they reach the end of the wire.

It’s the same in your cells.

When Vitamin C enters your bloodstream, it passes its electrons to your immune cells. It 
donates its energy.

Right now, if your immune system is slow and weak, to the point that you’re worried about 
any contagious illness that goes around…

Then your immune cells are not getting enough energy.

They need Vitamin C.

So when you get more Vitamin C in your bloodstream, your immune cells will have the fuel 
to…
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Make more immune cells

Move faster to hunt down invaders quickly

Destroy those invaders by suffocating them, creating antibodies, or directly killing them.

All so you can finally relax and be confident that you’ll be able to care for your family, 
because your immune system is chugging along like a well-oiled machine.

BUT HERE’S THE THING:

Vitamin C can ONLY start providing your immune cells with energy…

…After It Enters Your Bloodstream

Being in your stomach or gut is NOT enough.

And for so many Americans, enough Vitamin C is NOT entering your bloodstream – even 
when you’re eating and drinking plenty of it.

Even when you’re taking Vitamin C supplements…

Even liposomal Vitamin C isn’t enough, because the problem is NOT how quickly your 
immune cells absorb the vitamin.

So what is the problem?

Why Isn’t Vitamin C Making It from Your Gut into Your Bloodstream?

The answer is so obvious that you’ll want to kick yourself: 31,32

Vitamin C Particles Are Too Big to Fit Through the Openings in Your Gut Wall.

Now, your stomach absorbs nutrients like carbs, fats, and proteins. But it’s your small 
intestine’s job to absorb vitamins.
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Here’s how that should work:

The wall of your small intestine is made of cells called ‘Enterocytes.’

Each ‘enterocyte’ is like a brick in your intestinal wall.

Each enterocyte opens up to let Vitamin particles pass through your gut wall.

Let’s break down the process of what should be happening:

A Vitamin C particle leaves your stomach and enters your small intestine…

One of the enterocytes (remember: enterocytes are the building blocks of your intestinal 
wall) will open up to let the Vitamin C pass through…

The enterocyte then sends the Vitamin C on its way to your bloodstream.

Once in the bloodstream, it fuels your immune cells, so you don’t have to flinch every time 
someone sneezes without covering their mouth.

BUT HERE’S THE CATCH:

For a Vitamin C particle to pass through an enterocyte…

…it has to be smaller than that enterocyte.

And according to scientists at Vanderbilt University:

Enterocytes are only about .1 micrometer in diameter, while the average Vitamin C particle 
is 8 to 10 micrometers.31,32
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See the problem?

You can’t fit a bowling ball through a garden hose…

And you can’t fit a 10 micrometer Vitamin C particle through an enterocyte that’s only 0.1 
micrometers wide.

They’re just too big to fit through your gut wall!

That’s it.

That’s The Dirt-Simple Problem:

Most Vitamin C Just Doesn’t Fit.

It bounces off your gut wall, and floats around until you flush it out the next time you use 
the bathroom.

Now, your stomach’s digestion does help break down Vitamin C particles.

That’s how you have some Vitamin C to fuel your immune system. It’s why your immune 
system hasn’t completely shut down.

But it isn’t enough.

Only a small percentage of the Vitamin C you consume actually ends up in your 
bloodstream.

It doesn’t matter how many milligrams the bottle says you’re getting…

Or the percentage of daily value you’re supposedly getting from a glass of orange juice…

When your body can’t break down those big particles quickly enough…

They’re still too big to make it through your gut wall.
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All That Vitamin C You’re Eating or Drinking Is Wasted…

Flushed away. And your immune cells remain starved for energy, and slow to respond to 
threats.

You get stuck worrying about every bug that’s going around…

Whether you’ll catch it, how bad it’ll be…

How long you’ll miss work – and your paycheck…

And whether you’ll spread it to your family and then watch them get sick.

All because Vitamin C particles are too big to pass through the enterocytes that make up 
your gut wall.

Remember, the CDC reports that 31% of people are dangerously low in Vitamin C.

And 77% are low enough that it’s weakening their immune system, leaving them 
increasingly vulnerable to bacteria and viruses.

How Can You Tell If This Is Happening To You?

Let’s Use That ‘Fingernail Test’ That I Told You About…

There are some physical signs when your body is low on Vitamin C.

One of the easiest to check is in your fingernails.

TEST 1: VERTICAL RIDGES
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First, look closely at your fingernails under bright light.

Can you see vertical lines running from top to bottom?

These ridges can be a sign of low Vitamin C.

TEST 2: FINGERNAIL SHAPE

Now hold your finger directly in front of your eyes so you're looking at it from the side.

Look directly across your fingernail.

Is it rounded like a hill?

Flat like a field?

Or does it dip like a valley?

The more rounded it is, the closer you are to optimal levels of Vitamin C.

Low Vitamin C can take the life out of your nails, making them start to ‘sink.’

So if the ‘hill’ of your nail isn’t as steep and round as it used to be, that could be a sign of 
low Vitamin C.

But the bad news is…
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Low Vitamin C Doesn’t Always Show Itself in Your Nails

Sometimes your nails can look perfectly healthy, but deep inside, your immune system is 
running on fumes.

So here are a couple other things you should check:

If you’ve noticed even one of these, it’s a safe bet that your Vitamin C is low. Two or more is 
where it gets urgent. 33

Does your skin get dry, especially in the winter?

If your knuckles and elbows often feel dry and rough, that’s evidence of low Vitamin C.

Do your joints ache? Or are they stiff?

Vitamin C protects your joints from inflammation, so when it gets low, your joints act up.

Is your hair breaking or falling out more than it used to?

Vitamin C helps develop the protein structures of your hair, so if there’s more hair coming 
out in your brush or clogging the shower drain, that points to low Vitamin C.

Weight gain can also be a warning sign.

Research links low Vitamin C to increased body fat, especially belly fat.35

Vitamin C is like fuel for your whole body and brain.

If you frequently feel tired, cranky, or sometimes get brain fog, that’s a big sign your Vitamin 
C is low.
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How many of those describe you?

I’m guessing at least one, or even two or more.

But honestly, even if you haven’t noticed any of those signs…

Remember That 77% of American Men & Women Have Low Vitamin C.

So Unless You’re Healthier & Happier than 77% of People You Know…

Your Vitamin C Levels Likely Need a Helping Hand.

But it’s not your fault.

And the solution is easier than you’d think.

Now, with my role as [COMPANY NAME]®’ Medical Research Director, I’ve faced my share 
of health puzzles before…

But this was on a new level.

“How could I make Vitamin C particles small enough to pass through the gut wall?”

We’re already talking about particles that are only 10 micrometers wide.

A micrometer is one million times smaller than a meter.

But since the enterocytes that Vitamin C needs to pass through are only 0.1 micrometers 
wide…

Vitamin C particles are literally 100 times too big.

How do you take a particle that’s already only one-millionth of a meter – and make it 100x 
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smaller?

My investigation brought me to an engineer friend who does exactly this…

My engineer friend developed a technology that breaks apart nutrient particles to be 1,000 
times smaller.

Down to Just Billionths of a Meter

These are called Nanoparticles.

To put it mildly: that’s small.

A human hair is 80,000 nanometers thick.

A red blood cell is 7,500 nanometers across.

A nanoparticle is even smaller than a strand of DNA.

When my engineer friend broke nutrients down into nanoparticles…

That was like taking something the length of a football field…

…and breaking it down into 3-inch pieces.

See the difference?

Or let’s convert the sizes of Vitamin C and enterocytes into nanometers:

(Remember, enterocytes are the building blocks of your gut wall. They open up to let 
vitamins pass through.)

Enterocytes are about 100 nanometers wide…

While the average Vitamin C particles are 10,000 nanometers wide.
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It’s no wonder they don’t fit.

Like I said already, you can’t fit a bowling ball through a garden hose.

Actually, these Vitamin C particles are literally 100x bigger than the enterocyte they need to 
fit through…

So it’d be more accurate to say…

You can’t fit a 5-ft beach ball through a garden hose.

You Need an Effective Way to Break Apart These Vitamin C Particles.

Now, when I approached my friend, he’d already been using this technology to help other 
nutrients better enter the bloodstream.

Stores from GNC to Costco to Walgreens were already selling products made with his 
technology.

The Benefits of His ‘Nano-Nutrients’ Have Been Featured On Fox News,35 USA Today,36 and 
even the show The Doctors.37

His most recent accomplishment:

Breaking Vitamin E down into nanoparticles, which made that Vitamin E 100x more active in 
the body. 7

He’d also used this technology to break lutein down into nanoparticles, which improved 
absorption between 100% and 150%…8

In fact, top medical studies performed everywhere from Cambridge to Georgetown have 
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tested nano-versions of turmeric38, iron,39 glutathione, Coenzyme Q10,40 ginseng, 
resveratrol,41 and many more…

And these scientists have proven over and over that:

When Nutrients Are Broken Down into Nanoparticles, They Easily Fit Through Your Gut wall.

More enters your bloodstream, so more gets put to good use.

This could solve the problem with Vitamin C.

This could help the Vitamin C that you eat and drink, actually make it through your gut wall, 
and into your bloodstream.

It could recharge your sluggish immune cells.

It could let you hug your grandkids or nieces and nephews without worry, even after you 
know they’ve been packed into a classroom where there are all sorts of germs going 
around.

So I asked my friend:

“Can You Break Down Vitamin C into Nanoparticles?”

He took this puzzle back to the doctors and engineers who he works with. They put their 
minds to it, and adapted their technology for Vitamin C, making…

A New Version of Vitamin C That’s 1000 Times Smaller than Before…

Between 3-10 Nanometers wide.

That makes it easy for the Vitamin C to fit through your 100-nanometer-wide enterocytes…

And pass through your gut wall, into your bloodstream, to fuel your immune cells…
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So you can visit or bring groceries to your elderly loved ones, without worrying about 
catching or passing on any bugs.

Here at [COMPANY NAME]®, we jumped on this breakthrough immediately.

And Used It to Create a New Type of Vitamin C Supplement…

One with Vitamin C particles small enough to actually reach your immune cells.

We’re calling it:

[PRODUCT NAME]™

[PRODUCT NAME]™ is a cut above other Vitamin C supplements.

Or we should say, it’s thousands of cuts smaller.

Most supplements deliver Vitamin C with particles 100 times larger than your enterocyte 
openings.

It doesn’t fit, so most of it never reaches your bloodstream, and just gets flushed away.

But with [PRODUCT NAME]™…

The Vitamin C Particles Are Up To 30x Smaller Than Your Enterocyte Openings

Instead of a 5-foot beach ball, it’s like dropping a tiny brass BB through a garden hose.

That’s why your body absorbs it 2-3x better than many other sources of Vitamin C.

And it’s up to 1,000x more active inside your body.

Because [PRODUCT NAME]™ easily fits through your gut lining to enter your bloodstream…

To reach your immune cells to fill them full of energy, and jumpstart your whole immune 
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system…

So you’re no longer constantly worried about colds or viruses that might be going around.

Other Vitamin C supplements, and even fruits or juices, just can’t match this. Their Vitamin C 
particles are simply too big.

But on the other hand…

When [PRODUCT NAME]™ easily slips through your gut wall…

Your Immune Cells Are Finally Getting the Energy They Need!

THEN THEY’RE ABLE TO…

Keep out invasive bacteria & viruses, by fortifying your skin and stomach lining.

Keep you constantly ready to fight off dangerous germs, by helping you make more and 
more immune cells…

Race through your body at the first sign of sickness, reaching invaders in as quickly as 30 
minutes!42

And target and destroy bacteria and viruses.

We’re talking about unlocking the full potential of the immune system that God and nature 
created for you.

All It Takes Is This Simple Solution of [PRODUCT NAME]™ Particles Small Enough to Pass 
Through Your Gut wall

And when you’re no longer afraid of every disease going around, you can finally…

Sleep soundly, knowing that your body is ready for anything the world throws at you…

Relax with your family and friends, knowing that you’ve minimized your risk of spreading 
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anything to them…

Go out and about, whatever the season…

Worry less about your bank account, since you’ll take fewer sick days and keep your 
paychecks just as healthy as your immune system…

Miss fewer vacations, by avoiding getting sick right before you travel

And stop being afraid whenever the news announces another scary illness.

And that’s what [PRODUCT NAME]™ is really about:

Energizing and Fortifying Your Immune System…

So you can be confident and content in your health, and in the health of the people you take 
care of.

No other natural support for immune health has achieved anything like the dramatic results 
that I’ve seen in [PRODUCT NAME]™ customers.

They saw the research from Harvard and other top clinics around the world, and then they 
wondered:

“How Do I Get My Own Supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™ Right Away?”

Now, I’ve seen [PRODUCT NAME]™ help so many people, so I wish it were easy to produce 
and send out.

BUT THE COLD TRUTH IS…

It’s Tough to Keep Our Stockroom Shelves Full…

And There are Three Reasons Why:

Number 1 is simple:

[PRODUCT NAME]™ is one of [COMPANY NAME]®’ most popular health supplements.

Most customers buy 6 bottles at a time, then they come back 6 months later and do it 
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again.

We’re always sending out orders filled to the brim.

The 2nd reason it’s difficult to keep our stockroom full is because…

We put [PRODUCT NAME]™ through extensive quality control testing.

[PRODUCT NAME]™ is certified non-GMO, and Guaranteed Pure.

It’s manufactured in a GMP facility that’s regularly audited by the FDA.

Our strict quality control means our bottling process takes a long time. Any slowdown can 
mean our stockrooms go dry.

And the 3rd reason why it’s often difficult to claim your own supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™…

The nanotechnology we use to create [PRODUCT NAME]™ is in high demand.

It’s already being used to create nano-turmeric, lutein, glutathione, and more. And it’s only 
getting more popular.

When [COMPANY NAME]® arrived on the scene with [PRODUCT NAME]™, we found an 
already-bustling market for this technology’s other uses.

Sometimes our engineering partner gets backed up with other orders…

And we have to wait before our next batch of [PRODUCT NAME]™ can be created.

So unfortunately, it’s common for us to run out of [PRODUCT NAME]™…

And then have to wait for our delicate production process to slowly restart. Sometimes our 
customers have to wait months.
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And with all that being said…

“I hate to imagine anyone continuing to worry about contagious germs, and about 
protecting their family…”

All because their immune cells are slow and drained of energy.

Especially when there’s such a simple, natural solution to rapidly supply your immune cells 
with Vitamin C.

Which as you’ve seen, will help you fight off bugs and illnesses, so you can get on with 
enjoying your life.

Which Is Why I’d like to Share with You Exactly How to Get Your Own Supply of [PRODUCT 
NAME]™ Today…

Right after I answer the second most common question we receive:

How Much [PRODUCT NAME]™ Should I Take Each Day?

It’s as simple as you’d think: just take 1 full dropper of [PRODUCT NAME]™ under your 
tongue each morning.

But here’s the vital part: Take it every day for at least 30 days.

Here’s why you shouldn’t miss even a single day in that first month:

While the benefits start to work on a molecular level from Day 1…

The longer you use [PRODUCT NAME]™, the more your body can heal, and the more 
confident you’ll feel as you realize you’ve taken control of your immune health.

Also keep in mind the extensive research we’ve looked at from Harvard, and Johns Hopkins 
that showed how Vitamin C strengthens your immune system over time.
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So while improvement happens quickly… it gets even better the longer you use it.

After all, we’re not talking about a magical immunity elixir. Just a vitamin that refuels your 
immune cells. Once they’re re-energized, you can start to see some results quickly, and then 
feel stronger and stronger results with each passing week.

So it’s vital that you take [PRODUCT NAME]™ for a minimum of 30 days.

That’s Why I Personally Recommend That You Claim at the Very Least a 3-Month Supply of 
[PRODUCT NAME]™…

Or if you’re determined to achieve an armor-plated immune system, to maximize your 
protection against the nastiest bacteria and viruses imaginable…

Claim Your Complete 6-Month Supply.

That gives you the strongest, most guaranteed results, to keep you protected and worry-
free.

Now, let me say again that [PRODUCT NAME]™ is only available on this website…

And for the reasons I just shared with you…

Our stocks will run dry before long.

Especially with how much our partner struggles to keep up with the extreme demand for 
nano-nutrition like [PRODUCT NAME]™.

And let’s talk about that high demand.

Obviously, the law of supply & demand says that:
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Because this nano vitamin is so popular and so tricky to get your hands on…

The Price Should Be High to Match That Low Supply and High Demand.

That’s why normally, [PRODUCT NAME]™ would be one of [COMPANY NAME]®’ pricier 
products, with a regular retail price of $139 per bottle.

That regular price makes sense, especially when you consider how much easier [PRODUCT 
NAME]™ fits into your life compared to other immune health solutions:

While you technically could support your immune health by completely overhauling your 
diet and your lifestyle, getting more sleep, giving up alcohol, and eliminating stress… that’s 
just not practical.

Or you could completely avoid viruses and bacteria by never leaving the house, never 
having guests, and washing your hands 20 to 30 times per day…

But that’s even less practical.

Even other immune supplements can’t live up to [PRODUCT NAME]™, since their nutrient 
particles are just too big, so too much of it gets flushed away.

Or you could just wait to get sick, then pay for medical treatment. But we both know that 
can cost hundreds or thousands of dollars.

So when you consider all that…

$139 for [PRODUCT NAME]™ would really be a good deal…

Plus, there’s the impact to daily life that money can’t buy, like…

Protecting your friends & family by lowering your risk of passing anything to them…

More confidence in your financial security when you’re taking fewer sick days off work…
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Caring for your partner when they’re feeling sick, without being concerned about getting 
sick yourself…

The freedom to go out and enjoy yourself, no matter the time of year, safe in the 
knowledge that your immune system is stronger than ever…

And not having to worry so much about a sickness ruining your vacation, or family event you 
were looking forward to…

When you consider all this together, the low price of $139 is practically a free gift with a 
curly ribbon on top.

Even still…

You Won’t Pay Anywhere Close to $139 for a 1-Month Supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™ Today.

Because like I shared earlier, I’ve seen how worrying about bugs going around can stress you 
out, and cause you to miss out on work, vacations, and important moments in your life.

So I want to help as many people as possible. That’s our whole philosophy here at 
[COMPANY NAME]®.

Which is why, when you order right now…

You Can Get Your Own [PRODUCT NAME]™ for a One-Time Investment of Just $49 per 
bottle.

That’s a 1-month supply. But let me show you an even better price.

I understand that most people want to enjoy the benefits of [PRODUCT NAME]™ for years 
to come…

And the hard truth is: our supplies are very limited.

So I completely understand that they want to stock up on a full 6-months’ supply.
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And that’s why the [COMPANY NAME]® team has designed a steeply discounted bundle 
plan, where you can…

Stock Up to Save on a Complete 6-Months’ Supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™…

For Just $33 per bottle.

Which saves you $636 when you order right now.

[BUY LINKS]

This $33 per bottle discount price is only being offered through this website…

[COMPANY NAME]® is Covering 100% of the Cost for Shipping & Handling…

Which is a $10-$20 value, depending on where you live.

But both the discount and the free shipping are only for a limited time…

And only while our supplies last.

So click below right now to claim your 6-Month supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™ (or whichever 
amount is right for you)…

And Secure Your Supply Today While We Still Have It in Stock!

[BUY LINKS]

After Choosing Your Amount, You’ll See a 100% Secure and Encrypted Checkout Page…

Where you’ll fill out a simple order form…

By the end of the day, your supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™ will be getting packaged and 
ready for shipment.
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And then be on your doorstep in the next 7-10 business days.

We Partner with Paypal to Offer You the Safest and Easiest Checkout Process Available 
Today.

PayPal is trusted by the biggest companies in the world, from Walmart to Target. So we 
figure – why reinvent the wheel? You won’t need any special accounts or passwords, just fill 
out your information, and your supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™ will quickly be on its way.

In the Grand Scheme of Things, Claiming Your Supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™ Is a Small 
Investment…

Just like it’s a small investment to get career training, or to change your car’s oil, or to have 
a regular checkup with your doctor.

Small actions now will have a massive impact on your life in the coming months, years, and 
even decades.

I’ve noticed that what sets successful, happy people apart, is that they make decisions that 
help them avoid future problems, and that help them enjoy a healthy, successful everyday 
life.

This small decision to claim your supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™ will help you avoid the 
frustration of immune concerns…

And help you avoid the fear that you’ll continue to catch bugs more and more often.

It’ll help your immune cells get the energy they need to fight off invaders, and make faster 
work of any infections you do catch…

Which will help you go out and about each day, confidently, and without fear, so you can 
live each day to the fullest.

Most people who decide on the 1-month supply are interested in just getting on the path to 
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strengthening their immune system.

Those who choose the 3-month supply want to make sure they can keep taking [PRODUCT 
NAME]™ without interruption.

And for most customers – those who decide on the 6-month supply – they want to invest in 
a real change to their immune health, to achieve a happier and more confident life for 
tomorrow, next month, and many years to come.

So go ahead and click below to claim your supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™ right now while we 
still have it in stock…

And watch as the boost to your immune health extends throughout your body and mind… 
and then to every corner of your life… from your work, to your hobbies & passions, and to 
your family relationships.

[BUY LINKS]

“Now, if you’re still deciding on the amount you want to claim right now, I understand.”

The fact that you’re carefully considering this decision tells me a lot about your character.

Not only are you serious about your health & happiness, but you’re responsible enough to 
want to be absolutely sure that you make the right choice for your situation.

I’ve already shown you the dozens of medical studies that back up everything I’ve shared 
with you today.

So let me share one more thing with you:

The 6-Month “Open-Bottle” Guarantee
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You should feel confident about any health decision, and that includes claiming your 
complete supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™.

We’re 100% confident that we offer the most powerful immune-health product on the 
planet…

That’s why we give you 6 months to try it and decide: either you’re fully satisfied and head 
over heels thrilled with how [PRODUCT NAME]™ fortifies your immune health… or you can 
simply contact us via phone or email, and we’ll refund you 100% of your purchase price, no-
questions-asked. Our contact details will be on the packaging.

Even if you’ve opened all your bottles and used up all the product, we’ll still refund you. It 
doesn’t matter if you ordered 1 bottle or 6. We don’t even require you to send anything 
back.

So there’s no reason not to claim your full 6-month supply discount. It’s yours risk-free for 
that entire 6-months.

Either you love [PRODUCT NAME]™ for the entire time you’re using it… or you get your 
money back.

It’s That Simple.

In fact, if you think about it that way, it’s like your first 6 months is a trial period.

Click below to claim your supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™ right now, and then take the next 6 
months to prove it…

Prove for yourself that the science I showed you is accurate…

And prove for yourself that you can enjoy the same experiences as the happy customers 
that are already enjoying [PRODUCT NAME]™.

Like I said, you won’t have to worry about whether you made the right decision, because 
you’ll have a full 6 months to test it out.
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See for yourself that [PRODUCT NAME]™ really can change your life:

Click below right now to claim your 6-month supply, or whichever amount is right for you.

[BUY LINKS] 

Making this investment in yourself is something you can be proud of.

Men & Women Who Join the [COMPANY NAME]® Family Are a Special Group Who Don’t Sit 
Around and Take What Life Throws at Them

They don’t put up with a slowing immune system just because someone says “that’s the 
way it is.”

And because they care about themselves enough to act, members of the [COMPANY 
NAME]® family enjoy health, success, and independence, no matter their age.

I’d love for you to join us, and since you’ve shown your commitment to yourself by sticking 
with me through this presentation, I believe you’ll fit right in.

Now I want to be frank with you…

Please don’t be offended – I’m only saying this because I want to see you healthy, happy, 
and free from worry.

“But It’s Time to Step Forward and Make Your Decision.”

And I’m asking you, as a personal favor, please don’t ignore everything we’ve just discussed.

Imagine What Life Would Be Like…

If you turned your back and walked away right now…

That odd cough and sniffle you get every few months… they’ll only keep getting more 
frequent and worse.
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Then every time winter rolls around – or every time you turn on the TV and hear about 
another bug sweeping across the nation – you’ll have no choice but to worry that you might 
get it next.

And that worry hijacks your thoughts more often, until it’s on your mind all the time.

You’ll worry about missing out on that dream vacation you’ve been saving up for all year, 
just because you caught a bug at the wrong time.

You’ll worry about getting fired, because you were forced to take a few too many sick days.

You’ll worry about passing bugs on to family and friends, and seeing them suffer all of these 
same horrible consequences for themselves.

And worst of all, there’s the ultimate worry that the next illness you catch won’t just result 
in coughing, sneezing, and a bad fever… it could be much worse.

“I don’t want you to end up sad, timid, and worried about your slowing immune system.”

I don’t want you to change your mind down the road, think about this presentation, and 
wish you’d taken action. Especially because this offer likely won’t be available then.

I don’t want you to regret that you decided against such a simple, small investment in 
yourself… an investment with huge rewards.

So Please, Take Charge of Your Health & Happiness

Click below to claim your complete supply of [PRODUCT NAME]™ and start your journey.

[BUY LINKS]
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When you do, you’ll be taking your first step towards a better life.

I Want You to Picture That Life Now.

I mean it – try to really imagine…

Each day, you can take on the world with an air of confidence about you, because you’re 
taking action to supercharge your immune health.

You check your smartphone and see a news story about another one of these illnesses going 
around, but it doesn’t worry you much, because you know your immune system is as strong 
as an ox.

Then you breeze into work where your boss thinks you’re great, because you haven’t 
needed a sick day in years.

In your free time, you socialize with friends and family, and enjoy all the special moments 
that make life so wonderful, without fretting that you’ll pass something on to someone you 
care about.

And when you go to bed at night, you can rest easy in the knowledge that every day, you 
are energizing your immune cells with the most powerful immune-health supplement you 
can get your hands on.

Wouldn’t you love to wipe the slate clean and rejuvenate your immune health to like it was 
when you were younger, when you rarely caught even a sniffle?

You’ve gained a lot of wisdom since your earlier years, so now it’s time to use that wisdom 
to revitalize your immune health to its prime.

Right now is the perfect time to take life into your own hands.
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That Is Why I’m Asking You to Try [PRODUCT NAME]™…

Because You Don’t Have to Roll Over and Accept Poor Immune Health.

You’re still the active, happy person you’ve always been… and you can’t give in and let slow 
and fatigued immune cells change that.

So one more time, I’ll invite you to click below to claim your 6-month supply of [PRODUCT 
NAME]™.

There’s no risk, since with [COMPANY NAME]®’ “Open Bottle Guarantee,” you’ve got 6 full 
months to test it out for yourself, and either love the results, or get a 100% refund.

But try it now, because remember, our supplies stay low since the nanotechnology 
production used to create this powerful form of Vitamin C is in such high demand.

I recommend choosing the full 6-month supply to stock up.

[PRODUCT NAME]™ is the only way to get Vitamin C small enough to slip easily through your 
gut wall, to rapidly energize and speed up your immune cells for rock solid immune defense.

Click Below Right Now, and Take The First Step Towards Reclaiming Your Freedom.

[BUY LINKS]

I’m Dr. [DOCTOR NAME], and I want to say “thank you” for sticking with me through this 
presentation.

If you’re still reading, that tells me two things:

You’re committed to your health and happiness, and…
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You still have a few questions.

It’s okay to have questions. I’m glad you do, so I can help you feel perfectly comfortable 
trying out [PRODUCT NAME]™ for yourself.

Here are the answers to a few of the most common questions we hear:

What if I’m not happy - can I get my money back?

Absolutely. If you are not satisfied, we’ll gladly give you a full refund. Simply contact our 
support team, and we’ll refund you 100%. We won’t even ask you to return anything. That’s 
how confident we are you’ll be satisfied.

How do I know [PRODUCT NAME]™ is pure & safe?

Our unique nano form of Vitamin C is rigorously tested for purity and to ensure against 
toxins and contaminants. Our manufacturing facility is regularly audited by the FDA for 
safety and purity.

We also focus on primarily using natural ingredients, which your body already knows how to 
use, and which gently, naturally support your health.

Should I worry about taking too much Vitamin C?

There’s no such thing as “overdosing” on Vitamin C.

If you take a high dose of a regular Vitamin C supplement, and the Vitamin particles stay in 
your gut without getting absorbed, that can cause gas or other gut discomfort until your 
body flushes them out.

But [PRODUCT NAME]™ avoids that problem since the particles are so small that they’re 
easily absorbed and put to use. Not only is [PRODUCT NAME]™ perfectly safe, but it also 
avoids the gut discomfort risk of other Vitamin C supplements.
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How do I take [PRODUCT NAME]™?

Take 1 full dropper of the [PRODUCT NAME]™ under your tongue each morning. It’s that 
simple. Each bottle comes with enough [PRODUCT NAME]™ for a 30-day supply.

How long should I take it before seeing noticeable results?

Individual results vary. Some have reported experiencing results in as early as 2 weeks.

Everyone’s body chemistry is unique. For the best results, we recommend taking [PRODUCT 
NAME]™ as directed, eating a healthy diet, and staying active.

I’ve tried other “immune-health” formulas in the past which didn’t work; how do I know this 
is different?

We only include the best, clinically tested ingredients available. The benefits of Vitamin C to 
the immune system have been reported by peer-reviewed studies from Harvard University, 
Johns Hopkins, and other top medical establishments.

And our doctor-created formula delivers the fastest absorbing form of Vitamin C, that has 
been broken down into nano-sized particles so it can rapidly enter your bloodstream, and 
get straight to your immune cells which need it most.

No other immune-health product can match it.

We manufacture [PRODUCT NAME]™ in the highest-quality, safest facility available. What 
you see on the label is exactly what you’re getting. And of course, you’re either 100% 
satisfied, or we’ll refund you 100%.

If you’re still wondering whether [PRODUCT NAME]™ is right for you, then the best advice I 
can give you is to try it for yourself.

With our No-Questions-Asked, Money-Back Guarantee, you have 6 Months to see if you like 
it. If you decide you want your money back, simply contact us for a full refund.
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So you can try it out with ZERO RISK.

You’ve got nothing to lose, and you could regain younger joints, and your active freedom.

Now please decide which amount is right for you, then click below, and let’s take the first 
step to supporting your immune health to get back your active, happy life.

I’ll see you on the next page.

Dr. [REDACTED], NMD

Medical Research Director, [REDACTED]

[BUY LINKS]
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